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LEGAL DISCLAIMER
The following presentation includes general
principles of law regarding building and
safety code administration and enforcement.
It is not intended to be used as legal advice,
nor is it exhaustive in the areas referenced.
Questions on legal administration and
enforcement of code should in all cases be
directed to legal counsel in your jurisdiction.
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HOARDING:
What’s Code Got to Do With It?

Objectives:
- Define hoarding and related behaviors.
- Understand that hoarding disorder is a
mental health condition.
- Identify code violations and hazards from
hoarding behaviors.
- Identify responses to severe hoarding
hazards by code officials and landlords.
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Hoarding Disorder

What is Hoarding?
Characterized by the persistent difficulty discarding or
parting with possessions, regardless of the value others
may attribute to these possessions.
The behavior usually has harmful effects—emotional,
physical, social, financial, and even legal—for the person
suffering from the disorder and family members. While
some people who hoard may not be particularly
distressed by their behavior, their behavior can be
distressing to other people, such as family members or
landlords.

The Dangers
Beyond the mental impact of the disorder, these
behaviors can often be quite severe and even
threatening.
Individuals who hoard often accumulate a large number
of possessions that often fill up or clutter active living
areas of the home or workplace to the extent that their
intended use is no longer possible.
The accumulation of clutter can create a public health
issue by completely filling people’s homes and creating
fall, health and fire hazards.
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How Prevalent is Hoarding?
Hoarding behavior studies show that
the prevalence of hoarding disorder is
estimated at approximately two to five
percent of the population.

Hoarding Disorder in the DSM-5
Hoarding Disorder (HD) is included in the
Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental
Disorders, 5th Edition (DSM-5) because
research shows that it is a distinct disorder with
distinct treatments.
This addition has increased public awareness,
improved identification of cases, and has
stimulated both research and the development
of specific treatments for hoarding disorder.

HOARDING DISORDER
• HD has both genetic and neurobiological
roots
• HD is difficult to treat because of these

neurobiological deficits; even IF a person is
willing and/or motivated to change, these
deficits might interfere with their actual progress

• HD often causes significant distress in both
insight and motivation
• These issues/disorders can be co-occurring
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Debunking Hoarding Myths
• Forced cleanouts are ineffective, often

making hoarding behaviors worse or
causing severe emotional reaction.
• Researchers have found that Hoarding
behaviors are not the result of
stubbornness, passive-aggressiveness,
laziness, history of poverty, deprivation
or trauma history.

What is animal hoarding?
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HJtcPeZ
BJJg&NR=1&feature=fvwp

Non-statutory definition
The Hoarding of Animals
Research Consortium (HARC)
– Formed to investigate the problem of animal
hoarding from an interdisciplinary perspective.
– Joint venture between Tufts University and
professionals from the fields of psychology,
psychiatry, sociology, social work,
veterinarian medicine and an epidemiologist.
– Addresses the adverse effects of hoarding on
the health and welfare of people as well as
animals.
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HARC animal hoarding criteria:
– Possession of more than the typical number
of companion animals;
– the inability to provide even minimal
standards of nutrition, sanitation, shelter, and
veterinary care; and
– denial of the inability to provide this minimum
care;
– and the resultant impact of the failure on the
animals, the household, and human
occupants of the dwelling.

Why should the animal control
officer get involved?
Animal hoarding cases involve mass
suffering of confined animals over long
periods of time. The median number is 39.
60% of animal hoarders are found in
possession of dead animals.
80% of animal hoarder homes contain sick
or dead animals.

Human elements
15% of animal hoarding cases involve
dependent adults or minor children.
75% of animal hoarders’ homes are
overwhelmed with garbage and feces.
Living with numerous sick or dead animals
poses high health risks and creates
unhealthy conditions for the humans in the
hoarder’s home; i.e. toxic ammonia.
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State Mandated Reporting
Mandated reporters are required to report
or cause a report to be made when, in the
ordinary course of their employment or
profession, they have reasonable cause to
suspect or believe that a child, senior
citizen or other protected person has been
abused, neglected or is placed in imminent
risk of serious harm.

Animal Cruelty
Although there are only a few states with
statutory animal hoarding provisions, all
states have provisions to care for animals
and for anti-cruelty laws.

Prosecution and more
Prosecution for animal cruelty may be
warranted in most animal cases; but more
is needed to permanently end the animal
and related human abuse. Voluntary
surrender of the animals is atypical.
Since animal hoarders are driven by a
compulsion to hoard, sentences lacking
professional intervention are ineffective in
preventing further hoarding abuse.
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CT Animal Cruelty Statute
Neglect From Animal Hoarding
CT Statute defining neglect as failing to provide
necessary sustenance, proper care, wholesome
air, and proper food and water applied to
Koczur’s animal hoarding conduct which formed
the basis for seizure by the animal control officer
for neglect or cruelty. State ex re. Gregan v.
Koczur, 287 Conn. 145 (2008).

Maliciousness not required
When Mr. Hirsch claimed he lacked the
intent to violate the cruelty law, the court
held that he knowingly confined his ponies
without food which allowed the necessary
showing that the act was done
intentionally. State v. Hirsch, 260 S.W. 557
(Mo. Ct. App. 1924) states:

Although most animal cases are directed
to animal control, safety code or humane
agencies, few have the resources or
expertise to address its root causes which
lie in mental health.
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Animal Hoarding Mental Health
The cause of animal hoarding is uncertain.
Most experts agree that animal hoarders
are motivated by a love of animal
companionship that got out of control.
Studies have shown suspected
psychological basis in delusional disorder,
dementia, obsessive-compulsive disorder
(“OCD”), depression and attachment.
Often triggered by a major event or loss.

Mandatory treatment and
compliance enforcement
The trauma hoarders experience at animal
removal is severe and can trigger further
hoarding or other criminal behaviors.
Some experts recommend that if the
hoarder can demonstrate ability to
properly care for the animals, that they be
allowed to keep one or more spayed or
neutered animals to prevent recidivism.

Lasting intervention required
HARC reports that without an ongoing
system of support the rate of recidivism
amongst animal hoarder is almost one
hundred percent.
Mental health treatment and monitoring
must be in place to address the cause of
the animal hoarding behavior to prevent a
reoccurrence of them.
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Who may get called about
a hoarding complaint?
Fire Department/ Fire Marshal’s
Office
Health Department
Police Department
Building Department
Animal Control
Landlord
Adult and Child Protective Services

A Two-Tiered Response
Severe hoarding responses are two-tiered:
Initial (sometimes emergency) response
and follow-up response (referrals).
Safety hazard responses necessarily
come first. However, from the start
make the necessary referrals
including mandated reporting
to safeguard persons or animals.

TEAM APPROACH WORKS!

The best and longest lasting response to
severe hoarding behaviors is a coordinated
team approach of the appropriate officials,
with referral as needed for evaluation and
medical treatment.
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THE MOST SUCCESSFUL
HOARDING HAZARD
RESPONSES INCLUDE ALL

INSPECTION: WHAT RIGHTS
COME INTO QUESTION?

RIGHT OF
ENTRY
(by Govt.)

RIGHT OF
PRIVACY
(of the individual)

Right of Entry
and
The United States Constitution
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The 4th Amendment of the
U.S. Constitution
Âg{x Ü|z{à Éy à{x ÑxÉÑÄx àÉ ux áxvâÜx |Ç à{x|Ü
ÑxÜáÉÇá? {Éâáxá? ÑtÑxÜá? tÇw xyyxvàá
tzt|Çáà âÇÜxtáÉÇtuÄx áxtÜv{xá tÇw áx|éâÜxá?
á{tÄÄ ÇÉà ux ä|ÉÄtàxw tÇw ÇÉ ãtÜÜtÇàá á{tÄÄ |ááâx?
uâà âÑÉÇ ÑÜÉutuÄx vtâáx? áâÑÑÉÜàxw uç Étà{ ÉÜ tyy|ÜÅtà|ÉÇ?
tÇw ÑtÜà|vâÄtÜÄç wxávÜ|u|Çz à{x ÑÄtvx àÉ ux áxtÜv{xw?
tÇw à{x ÑxÜáÉÇá ÉÜ à{|Çzá àÉ ux áx|éxwAÊ

All U.S. States Have
Additional Rights In
Their State Constitutions

Official has denial of entry?
Can’t take “No” for an answer?
In the event an official is required by law to
inspect but is denied access, an
administrative search warrant may be
applied for per the Camara decision,
seeking a court order to enter.
Availability may differ under state law.
Generally, must be approved by an
appropriate authority prior to submittal to a
judge.
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ADMINISTRATIVE SEARCH
WARRANTS
Safety inspections by officials into private property
constitute searches and therefore must be lawfully
done under both the U.S. and Connecticut constitutions.
The warrant requirement applies to these entries unless
an exception to the requirement exists (such as consent
or emergency). So said the U.S. Supreme Court:

Camara v. Municipal Court,

387 U.S. 523 (1967)

“Probable cause to issue a warrant to inspect for safety code violation
‘exists if reasonable legislative or administrative standards for
conducting an area inspection are satisfied.’”

HOARDING HAZARDS
INSPECTION AND ENFORCEMENT LAWS

FIRE
HEALTH
BUILDING
BLIGHT
ANIMAL CONTROL

FIRE
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A State Example: Connecticut
CT General Statute 29-306 –
Abatement of fire hazards.
(a) requires the LFM to order the remedy of
the listed fire hazards found in any building
or premises.
The enumerated fire hazards include:

CGS 29-306 – cont.
(1) combustible or explosive matter,
dangerous accumulation of rubbish or any
flammable material especially liable to fire,
that is so situated as to endanger life or
property,
(2) obstructions or conditions that present a
fire hazard to the occupants or interfere
with their egress in case of fire, or
pursuant thereto, or …

Notification
CGS 29-306(b) cont.
– requires the LFM notify the prosecuting
attorney if the owner or occupant fail to abate
a hazard as reasonably ordered by the LFM.
– further requires the SFM be notified of the
referral to the prosecutor.
– allows civil injunction to close or restrict use
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Order to vacate
CGS 29-306(c), cont.
– allows local fire marshal or police officer to
order any building vacated, where one or
more of the enumerated violations exist, and
the LFM or PO determine that there exists in
the building a risk of death or injury.
They are known as the “five deadly sins”, and
include:

Order to vacate, cont.
CGS 29-306(c), cont.

–Blocked, insufficient or
impeded egress
– Required fire protection or warning system shut off or
maintenance failure
– Unpermitted flammable or explosive material or in
excess of permitted quantities
– Unpermitted fireworks or pyrotechnics
– Exceeding occupancy limit established by FM

Notice to State Fire Marshal
CGS 29-306(c), cont.
– requires notification to the State Fire Marshal
if (any of the 5) conditions ordered abated
cannot be abated in 4 hours or less.
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FEDERAL AND STATE LAWS
ON RELOCATION Uniform Relocation Act applies in:
 circumstances involving removal of persons

from use or occupancy of buildings by officials.
 Affixes to shut down of a premises under

relevant CT General Statutes.
 Requires referral to Uniform Relocation Act

administrator for your town, city or district for
assistance to affected occupants.
43

HEALTH

Ex.: CGS19a-206.
Duties of Director of Health.
Requires that directors of health or their authorized
agents examine all nuisances and sources of filth
injurious to the public health, cause such nuisances to
be abated and cause to be removed all filth which in their
judgment may endanger the health of the inhabitants.
Any local director of health or his authorized agent or a
sanitarian authorized by such director may enter all
places within his jurisdiction where there is just cause to
suspect any nuisance or source of filth exists, and abate
or cause to be abated such nuisance and remove or
cause to be removed such filth.
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BUILDING

2015 ICC IBC 116: Unsafe
structures and equipment
The BO shall deem structures or equipment
an unsafe condition which are or become:
– Unsafe
– Insanitary
– Deficient because of inadequate means of
egress, inadequate light and ventilation

2015 ICC IBC 116: Unsafe
structures and equipment, cont.
– Constitute a fire hazard
– Or are otherwise dangerous to human life or
public welfare
– Or that involve illegal or improper occupancy
or inadequate maintenance.
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2015 ICC IBC 116: Unsafe
structures and equipment, cont.
The unsafe structure shall be taken down
and removed or made safe, as the BO
deems necessary.

BLIGHT

LANDLORD-TENANT
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Landlord must control safety of
the building but tenant
cooperation is needed.

The landlord has good information
about a hoarding hazard in a tenant’s
unit. Is it enough to say:
“Tenant won’t allow access?”
NO!
The landlord should use all available
legal remedies to inspect and cause
removal of all hoarding hazards,
particularly in multi unit buildings.

More good news! A great Hoarding resource:

CT’S FIRST STATEWIDE FULL DAY
CONFERENCE ON HOARDING
See it for free at https://ct.train.org
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Thank you.

CONTACT INFORMATION
CT OCSA – HOUSING:
Judith R. Dicine, J.D.
Supervisory Assistant State’s Attorney,
Housing Matters
State of CT, Division of Criminal Justice
121 Elm Street, New Haven, CT 06510
Office Phone: 203 773-6755
FAX: 203 789-6459
Email: judith.dicine@ct.gov
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